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They Wear
Are you prepared to plant
your next crop? There are
many preparatory things to
do, such as cleaning out your
ditches, cutting briars out of

V Athe fence corners, etc.
to say that we have the

Like Iron.
The best of materials go

into "Ball-Band- " Rubber
Boots and the best of
workmanship. That's why
you can depend on them for
long wear, as well as cam-fo- rt

and satisfying fit.

Soles are extra touh,
heels on to stay; specially
reinforced in the vamp and
at the ankle, to prevent
cracking.

Come in and select your
pair of "Ball-Band- " Boots.

LookiWell Wear'Well
Stylish, shapely light-weig- ht Rubbers,

made to fit all styles of shoes, supply the
needs of yourself and your family, from
our new 'Ball-Ban- d" stock.
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,Ten million people wear ."Ball -- Band"
because they know the Red Ball stands
for comfort, good fit, More Days'JVVear.

for the ditchers and
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6for the grubbers. Ball H

Red Ball Black Boots - $4.00
Red Ball Red Boots - - 4.50
Red Ball Vac. Boots - 4.75
White Boots, extra heavy sole S.00

A regular $1.50 work glove for the

next ten days at $1.00.
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We, too, are preparing lor Spring. We must move thousands of dollars of goods to make room for our
new Spring line, and in order to do so are offering big values on anything we carry,

consisting of shoes for the entire family and anything in the ready-to-we- ar

line for men and boys.
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on ak oats,
including

John B, Stetson's

and
Eichison's line.
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In Shirts we carrv the
Big Six Blue

work shirts for mer.
With every one

of these

shirts we sell there is a
guarantee that we will

give a new shirt for

any one that rips. Also a

big line of Khaki Shirts

in sizes No. 14 to 20,
regular $2.00 values,

for only $1.50.

If you are in need of an

extra pair of pants

to wear
with an odd coat,

we have them, and

for

the next ten days

will give you

discount. This discount

will apply on any

clothing
for men and boys.
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We also have a his line of Flannel
Shirts that we will sell you at actual

I cost, it will oav vou to buv vour
shirts now for the next winter.

In our ad of last week we told vou of ieWhile they last we will" sell you a good

grey Sveater, in both men's and boys' sizes,

at 98 cents. Come early if you want one of

these. All other sweaters 20 discount.

This includes our Bradley line.

line of shoes that we carry in stock. We
can truthfully say that we believe that we
have the best line of shoes in the county, and
will also allow 20 discount on them for the
next ten day
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Opposite AuditoriumA. E. HAMPTON, Manager. Brevard, N. C.


